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X-ray astronomy is an observational branch of astronomy which deals with the study of X-ray observation and
detection from astronomical objects. X-radiation is absorbed by the Earth's atmosphere, so instruments to
detect X-rays must be taken to high altitude by balloons, sounding rockets, and satellites.
X-ray astronomy - Wikipedia
Outer space, or just space, is the expanse that exists beyond the Earth and between celestial bodies. Outer
space is not completely emptyâ€”it is a hard vacuum containing a low density of particles, predominantly a
plasma of hydrogen and helium as well as electromagnetic radiation, magnetic fields, neutrinos, dust, and
cosmic rays.
Outer space - Wikipedia
Die Sonnestelsel bestaan uit die Son en die ander hemelliggame wat deur swaartekrag daaraan gebind is en
daarom wentel. Die hemelliggame in ons sonnestelsel bestaan uit die agt planete, hulle 166 bekende mane,
vyf dwergplanete en biljoene ander klein liggame.
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